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Russell S

on
07/12/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had this pistol almost two years and it has been excellent. Hitting steel out to about 35 yards. Its a dream. 











Cory R

on
07/13/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I had an SP-01 and I learned that I am not a fan of double action pistols. So I sold it and bought the 75BSA and now I have the best of both worlds. Accuracy/heft like the SP-01 but single action that I am used to using on my other mostly polyer shooters. Great firearm. Felt recoil is very manageable allowing me to stay on target. Couldn't be happier with this CZ. 











Chris P

on
05/29/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome pistol. Great right out of the box or after a few upgrades. Can't go wrong with a CZ. 











Stephen W

on
04/02/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Nice ergonomics and balance. I've only put 20 rounds through it so far, but function was flawless. Sights came set for a 6 o'clock hold at 25 yards (with cheap Russian 115 gr. ball ammo). Only negative so far is the trigger which, in my opinion, would be much better if it was closer in feel to a 1911. The initial take-up is longer than my SR1911 and there is decidedly more creep before it breaks, in other words, it isn't as crisp. Trigger reset is nicely tactile and audible, but not what one would describe as short. For a duty or carry gun, the trigger is fine. It needs some work to make it a good range gun. 











Steven A

on
03/13/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's is one of the best online stores to buy from. They make it way easy and super fast shipping to your ffl highly recommended. 











Jeremy C

on
03/08/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










well, for starters, working again with Bud's was great. About the gun, it's ok. The reviews made me think on holstering the cz 75 I would exude an ethereal aura, my eyes would glow, and I'd empty full magazines through the targets bullseye with only one hole. I jest, but the pistol does have a reputation. I'm a big guy and felt myself adjusting my grip hoping for more to hold. The weight is nice. It does shoot great, better than me for sure. The trigger is comparable, in my uneducated and somewhat inexperienced opinion, to my 1911. It definitely is a serviceable 9mm. On the whole a nice gun. 











Phillip S

on
02/25/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love CZ pistols, great quality and workmanship. Heard they discontinued the SA version, get one while you still can! 











Richard M

on
02/23/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased a cz75bsa from you and am 100% pleased. It arrived on time as promised. I rate the product as new and exactly what I expected. I give it an A plus. 











Nicholas L

on
02/18/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with this purchase. Fit and finish is off the charts on this gun some of the best finish I've ever seen seems super tough like it will last a very long time. Trigger has slightly more travel than I expected but pull is crisp consistent and light. I heard someone say before about the CZ single action trigger that the gun seems more accurate shooting quickly than during slow fire and I completely agree with that, either way its highly accurate but for me its more accurate shooting quickly. I am normally not the best pistol shooter but this gun makes me look like a much better pistol shooter, sights are great out of the box. Its hard for me to describe the recoil accurately since this is my first 9mm everything else I own is 40 or larger. But the recoil is so light that fast follow up shots just seem to happen with no effort at all most within 2 inches or less of the first shot. Bought this since I heard they are going to stop making them and I always wanted a CZ and something I could later use for beginner level competition. It sat in the box for a couple weeks and I wasn't super excited about it until I finally got it out and shot it. Instantly my favorite handgun in the collection the way the action feels is just plain smooth I don't know how else to describe it, if there are any left and you are considering one just buy it immediately. 











Evan L

on
01/22/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have a cajunized shadow 2 which is amazing but is three times the price of the SAO. I will not make any claim that this gun is better than the shadow. However, I will say after putting 1250 rds without a failure and cutting 4 inch groups at 25yds without any modifications. I could not be more pleased. I hesitate to write this review prior to acquiring another since they have now been discontinued. 











Charles B

on
01/01/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ 75 B SA is an awesome handgun that handles and out performs many of my high priced handguns! Have purchased from Bud's before and always super pleased with fast shipping. 











Leonard S

on
09/18/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The cz 75b sa pistol arrived in excellent shape and fast shipping. Out of the box no problems on the range very accurate with little recoil. The only change I made was putting g-10 grips on. I own several cz's, all metal and fine workmanship. I recommend the single action. You will not be sorry. 











Michael D

on
02/02/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Terrific pistol. Highly recommended. 











Bryan H

on
11/19/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds is awesome. Fun handgun. 











John Z

on
11/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome CZ pistol! My favorite 9mm to shoot! The SA trigger is not as nice as a 1911 but it is close. Replaced some springs with Cajun Gun Works springs and this sucker shoots! With the aftermarket springs and the all steel construction the recoil is really tamed. I can pop off shots fast and keep the groups tight. Picked up some Mecgar 16 and 19 round mags and this pistol has been problem free with any ammo. CZ and Bud's are good to go! 











Nelson H

on
11/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love the entire line up of cz 75 pistols,they are built solid ,fit the hand exceptionally well and are very accurate.For the price, they cant be beat. 











Michael C

on
10/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome. All that needs to be said. Buds shipped far faster than expected. Now I just need an ammo sponsor because I cant stop shooting this pistol. Very pleased. 











Robert C

on
09/21/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have more 9mm pistols than Carter's got liver pills and this is the one I'd keep if I were only allowed one handgun. No mods needed except for some CZ rubber grips. This sample has a smooth and surprisingly light trigger, decent sights (that are spot-on) and cycles any ammo I have. Recoil impulse is far less "snappy" than poly frame pistols but faster and more even than a 9mm 1911, it's just right! I use it as a range gun and it easily out shoots several far more expensive pistols I have when shooting off hand. Its bench rested accuracy is not quite as good some but still better than most 9mm's and excellent for the price. The CZ75B SA has got to be one of CZ's best kept secrets! 











Frank G

on
08/08/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great weapon at a great price thanks to Buds Gun Shop once again!!! CZ is a great platform that is fun to shoot. I liked them so much I had to buy one in every caliber. 











Gary L

on
04/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Functioning has been 100% so far with this gun, using both ball and defensive type hollow point ammunition. Accuracy has been great also, and the weight and size of the pistol make for pretty comfortable shooting too. For home defense and target use, the size and weight is an advantage I think. Not what most would want as a carry gun though, unless it was for use in the field. 











John C

on
03/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Built like a tank. The SAO trigger is just ok but this gun is accurate and the felt recoil is minimum. I nice quality piece. 











John B

on
04/17/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a wonderful pistol. This is my first CZ and I am sure it won't be the last. Another great job by Buds. The shipping was timely as usual. This is my third purchase from Bud's and again it won't be the last!!! 











Jeff R

on
02/08/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Always wanted a CZ-75B so I purchased the SA version as it's reported to have a nicer trigger than the SA/DA version. Just received the gun today so I've only had the chance to clean it and test the trigger. Trigger averages 4.0 lbs out of the box, with just a bit of pre-travel and a slight bit of grit (fairly sure this is caused by the firing pin block). Should smooth out with use but still a very nice trigger. Fits my medium sized hands perfectly and I really like the straight trigger. Beautiful gun with great history and hundreds of upgrades available. CZ-Custom shop recommends competition hammer to improve the single action release, short reset disconnector to help minimize pretravel and extended firing pin for reliability. I bought an IWI Jericho 941 (all steel, full frame) for my son at Christmas. Was very curious to compare the two guns. Jericho was extremely accurate right out of the box. Jericho is slightly heavier at the muzzle due to more mass from the accessory rail. Jericho has slightly nicer trigger with the same 4.0 lb pull but a cleaner break. Grip and trigger reach for my medium sized hands is a bit longer on the Jericho, not bad but the CZ is absolutely perfect. If you're the type who doesn't like to "tweak" your firearms, the Jericho is the better gun (not many upgrades available for the 941). If you like to modify your gun and see how good it can be, the CZ is the only way to go. Very happy with the SA, can't wait to get to the range. The purchase through Bud's was fantastic ... 1st purchase from them. Bought via phone on Wednesday evening and gun was at my FFL on Monday afternoon. Smooth easy transaction on a great gun from a great reseller. 











Richard W

on
04/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great deal for the price, CZ always makes a great firearm. 











John J

on
02/23/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my 75 sa out to the range today. For an out of the box gun it just doesn't get much better. Ran 150 rounds of 3 different brands without one failure of any kind As with any CZ it fits your hand great. Being a sao gun the slide is a little bit thicker up front (where it should be ), the beavertail is up swept and it has different ambi safeties, extended mag release button and drop free mags along with the flat trigger that is adjustable for over travel. I love it. I am still a 1911 guy but CZ has got my attention and I would buy another. Price at Buds was the best I could find. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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